Although this year has been difficult for many businesses and individuals
due to the coronavirus pandemic, we are wrapping up our year strong!
Not only did we meet our goals in product R&D, but we also exceeded
them. Our primary goal is to create at least one new product each quarter;
well, we created over seven. To exceed expectations and goals are a
strong mindset of our leadership, which in return, has allowed us to not
only survive during a global pandemic, but also to obtain a bigger market
share overall.
Read highlights for some of our new products developed and/or added to
our product offering throughout the year:
Red & Black Bow Shackle The bow shackle is made from ultra-high tensile
strength steel with a Working Load Limit of 43/4 tons (10,500 lbs.).
It is designed to take loads from multiple
directions without developing unsafe side
loading!

Stainless Steel Swivel Eye Hook The swivel eye hook features a removable safety
latch and is load rated, making it ideal for industrial
and marine applications.
Subject to a 1-year warranty!

G215 Round Pin Shackle They are quenched and tempered, with alloy
pins. Each shackle is embossed with the
Working Load Limit, size, our logo and name,
which means they are subject to a 1-year
warranty!
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Jaw-Jaw Load Binder 100% forged alloy steel, including the barrel and hooks.
Products are embossed with the Working Load Limit
and manufacturer seal ‘TW PRODUCTS’ for an
extended one-year product warranty!

Carabiner Keychain Carabiner keychains inspired by
our regular snap hooks. We reengineered our heavier snap
hooks through material modification and made them
lightweight yet heavy-duty products for your
everyday use!
Custom Chain Assemblies Being the manufacturer of various forged rigging
hardware products including hooks, links, rings, and
blocks/pulleys, we can assemble any chain assembly to
meet nearly any application!
Chain Block Assembly Our chartreuse swivel shackle
snatch block attached to a 30”
chain with matching clevis grab hook. Perfect for
securing into T slots, keyholes, or rings; providing
a fast and secure anchor point. These are
specifically designed for changing the direction
of winch lines.
TW Products plans to continually exceed our
annual quota for the year of 2021 and further. This aligns with one of our
core corporate values: improve and innovate continuously. We understand
only when we continuously develop and grow can we be a valuable
partner to our customers and other key stakeholders.
Email us at info@twprod.com to share your views about product R&D and
continuous improvement.
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